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Abstract
We first describe the design and implementation of a distributed shared
memory system for a cluster of Sun workstations We then present
performance results for a simple parallel application and show that
distributed shared memory is competitive with direct use of message
passing The factors affecting SVM performance are also studied. The
rest of the paper focuses on our current research into extending the
shared memory model to heterogeneous systems, which is believed to
offer substantial performance benefits as well as a number of challenging problems. We identify some of these problems, and propose
solutions to one of them.

1 Introduction
As the microclcctronic technology advances rapidly, the structure of computer systems has shifted from isolated machines supporting time sharing to distributed environments with many personal and server nodes connected by communications networks.
The dramatic increases of the total computing resources, such
as CPU cycles, memory space, and I/O bandwidth, suggest substantial potential for computing capabilities approaching or even
exceeding those available on supercomputers. However, such resources are often under-utilized because they are distributed on
a number of nodes with their own operating systems managing
their local resources.
One method to better utilize the computing resources to
yield higher applications performance (measured, for example,
: by job response time) is to run parts of the same application
simultaneously on different nodes. Unfortunately, two problems
have hindered the wide spread use of such distributed applications. First, the programming of such applicntions has been
substantially more difficult than that of traditional sequential
applications. Not only will a problem have to be partitioned,
but also the communication and data sharing among the modules running on different nodes will have to be facilitated to
satisfy various data and control dependencies intrinsic to the
application. Secondly, the nodes in a distributed system are,
more often than not, different, in terms of their operating systerns and/or hnrdwnre architectures. Such system heterogeneity
makes the communication among the modules more difficult, as
data conversion and common communication protocol are required.
Three methods of communication and dnta sharing for distributed applicntions have been proposed and implcmentcd. The
earliest one used is message passing. .4 message transport mechanism is provided by the system, a n d all message packaging
and interpretation work is done by the particular application.
Though offering the greatest flexibility and performance, mes-

sage passing places a great deal of responsibility on the application writer. Not only does he/she have to understand the
problem at hand, find a way to partition it, and implement the
relnted algorithms, but he/she also has to understand the communication protocol details of the system, and specify the message interactions among the modules.
Rem& procedure calls (RPC) are a n attempt to shield the
programmer from the transport level details of communication
[l]. A model similar to conventional procedure calls is used to
specify interactions between distributed modules. The code to
pack/unpack the underlying messages and to activate the associated operations is either provided by the system, or automatically generated from a specification file. However, data sharing
among the distributed modules is still explicit, and RPC’s ability
in dealing with heterogeneity is limited. Like ordinary procedure
calls the basic RPC is synchronous, hence cannot support parallel execution of modules, though extensions for such purposes
have been proposed (for example, see [6]).
A third technique to support communication and data sharing in a distributed application is shared virtual memory (SVM)
[3] [4]. In SVM, a virtual address space is maintained on all
the hosts running modules of an application. Pages of this address space can be brought to and kept on the hosts as they are
needed, and their contents are kept consistent implicitly by the
system. To the user, the system appears to be a shared memory multiprocessor: Any memory location in the shared address
space can be accessed by any participating host at any time,
and the most recent value at that location is always returned.
Thus, no explicit message passing and data sharing needs to be
programmed for an application. Compared to message passing
and RPC, SVM offers a simpler programming environment, and
makes applications more portable.
In this paper, we present an SVM system implemented on
a cluster of Sun workstations. Our objectives in building the
system are to study the design and implementation issues involved, to experiment with writing distributed applications for
such systems and evaluate their performance and to extend the
shared virtual memory model to heterogeneous environments.
Our SVM is described in Section 2. Some performance measurements of a distributed application implemented in the SVM
system are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss our
current work to extend the SVM model to heterogeneous environments. Finally, some concluding remarks will be made in
Section 5.

2 Design and Implementation
The central part of our SVM system is the virtual memory management that provides the illusion of a consistent address space

across machine boundaries. A thread mechanism is available
to allow multiple streams of execution to share the same address space and to migrate among the nodes The specific cornmunication needs of the virtual memory management and the
thread management are supported by a communication module implementing a request-response protocol, and built on top
of the system-provided UDP/IP protocol. The request-response
paradigm for communication is suitable for SVM to support page
requests and thread interactions. In this section, we discuss the
design and implementation of our SVM system in SunOS [7],
focusing primarily on the above components.

2.1 Virtual Memory Management
Virtual memory management performs two major functions: allocation of chunks of memory in the shared address space, and
maintenance of the page-level consistency of the space. We discuss each in turn. each to memory allocation in a traditional
virtual address space, memory in a shared virtual space is allocated by sending requests to the allocation manager. Since
such requests may bc issued from any node, a centralized manager is needed to avoid granting multiple requests for the same
memory region. Although it is possible to have multiple allocation managers each responsible for a separate range of the s p a c e
such flexibility was deemed to be unnecessary, as it complicates
the ‘allocation operations, which are typically infrequent anyway.
For example, if one of the managers does not have enough space
left to grant a request, either another manager would have to
be contacted, or a failure returned unnecessarily. In our system,
we employed a single allocation manager that gives out virtual
memory using a simple sequential allocation algorithm.
Independent from the allocation manager, each page in the
space IS associatecl with a consistency manager, and an owner
The manager of a page keeps track of the owner of the page, and
the set of nodes having copies of that page, together with their
access rights. There are three types of access rights: nil, read,
a n d write. A conventional multiple-reader-single-writer page
consistency policy is used: When a page fault for a shared page
occurs, the handling routine sends a page request (for either read
or write) to the manager of the page, which forwards it to the
owner. If it is a read request and the owner has (non-exclusive)
read privilege, a copy of the page is sent to the requesting node,
and the requesting node is added to the copy set kept at the
manager node. If, on the other hand, the owner has (exclusive)
vrite access, it will give out a copy, and change its own access to
read. If the page fault results from a write access, the faulting
node needs exclusive write access to that page. The owner
node’s access right is changed to nil, and all the other copies
of the page are invalidated. The page’s ownership is then sent
to the requesting node, along with the page. For all the above
operations, the manager node is responsible for initiating the
actions upon receiving the request. For the special cases in which
some or all of the three parties - the requester, the manager, and
the owner - reside on the same node, the same protocol is used,
except that some messages become unnecessary.
From the above description of the consistency algorithm, it
should be clear that only the manager needs to know the owner
of the page. However, it is necessary for every node to be able
to determine the manager of each page in the shared space efficiently. The simplest method to do this would be to have a
centralized manager for all pages. However, both intuition and
experiments show that the central manager tends to become the
bottleneck of the system, adversely affecting the performance
of the application. A better method would be to use fixed distributed managers, where the manager of a page is determined_

by applying a simple hash function to the page number. We
adopted such a method in our Sun implementation. It is possible to eliminate the communication between the manager and
the owner by making both reside on the same node. In this case,
however, it is harder to determine the location of the manager,
as it changes with the owner.
One potential performance problem of the above consistency algorithm is that of page thrashing among the nodes, much
like virtual memory thrashing between main memory and the
backup store. Page thrashing can be serious if data frequently
updated by several nodes is located in the same page. One way
to alleviate such thrashing is to make a page “stick” to a node
for a while before allowing it to move to another node. Another
method is to avoid allocating to the same page data that will be
concurrently updated by multiple nodes. This requires knowledge of the application, and must therefore be performed by the
application programmer.
2.2

Thread Management

Light weight processes, or threads, are natural companions of
shared virtual memory, as multipIe threads share an address
space. Supporting threads is very useful for programming in
SVM as well. For instance, several threads can be created on
one node, have their computational tasks set up, and then moved
to other nodes for execution. Though some more recent operating systems provide support for threads [2] [8], most systems do
not. For our implementation in SunOS, a thread package has
been implemented as part of the SVM. This includes the creation, migration, .as wel1 as scheduling of threads. A number of
synchronization primitives are also provided. Each thread has a
control block, and a stack allocated in the shared address space.
Dynamic thread migration is realized by transferring the control
block, and having the stack faulted in on demand.
2.3

A Few Implementation Issues

When building an SVM system on an existing operating system,
there are two basic choices for implementation. One is to integrate SVM into the operating system kernel, while the other is to
implement SVM at the user level as a library package linked into
applications. The basic tradeoff is performance versus flesibility. We chose to have a user-level implementation. The thread
management, SVM page table management, and communication
modules exist within the context of one conventional UNIX process on each participating node. A few changes to the SunOS,
however, have been made. First, in order to handle SVM page
faults at the user level, the memory management of SunOS was
modified, to allow the setting of page access rights, and to register a user Level routine as the fault handling routine If no page
access fault occurs when an SVM page is accessed, the native
memory management performs the necessary translation, with
attendant good performance. In the case of an SVM page access
‘fault (i.e., nonexistent page, or write access on a read-only page),
the user-level handling routine obtains control, and follows the
consistency protocol described in Section 2.1. Memory protection for that page is then changed so that subsequent accesses
to that page will be handled by the native MMU hardware.
Another change we made to SunOS is to detect a read page
fault immediateiy followed by a write fault, so the read fault
can be avoided. It is frequently the case that before a data item
is updated, its value is read first, resulting in an unnecessary
read fault. The change to the page fault detection allows US to
trigger write fault directly, saving an additional read fault. This
is intended as a performance enhancement.

Figure 1: Speed up of Matrix Multiplication

3 Performance Evaluation
We have implemented a number of parallel and distributed applications on our SVM system on SunOS. In this section, we
consider one of them, namely parallel matrix multiplication, in
detail, This is a relatively simple, but very frequently used type
of computation. One natural parallel implementation is to distribute the computation of the rows for an NxN square result
matrix to the P available processors, and to collect the results to
form the complete matrix. We varied the values of N and P to
study their effects, and compared the performance of our SVM
implementation to that of one using message passing. All of our
experiments were performed on a cluster of Sun 3/60 diskless
workstations.

3.1 Problem Size and Scalability

Figure 2: SVM and Message Passing Comparison (128x128 matrix)
overhead remains stable over large problem sizes,

3.2 Comparison to Message Passing
To assess the SVM overhead, we compared the response time of
our SVM implementation to that of message passing, using the
same multiplication aIgorithm. The results are shown in Figure
2. The performance difference between SVM and message passing is small. When the number of hosts is three or over, we even
observed better performance for SVM. This is probably because
the transfers of pages in SVM are performed on demand! parallel
to computations on the hosts, whereas for the message passing
method, the data transfers need to be performed explicitly and
synchronously. Similar observation was made for the 256x256
case.

Figure 1 shows the speedup factors achieved on various numbers of hosts using our SVM implementation, and for matrices 3.3 Programming Efforts
of different sizes. It can be seen that, for larger problem sizes,
the speedup is close to linear up to at least seven hosts. when Besides the above measures of quantitative performance, the efproblem size is small (e,g., 64x64), however, there is hardly any forts in programming a parallel application is extremely imporspeedup at all; applying more hosts to the problem may even tam, and should not be overlooked. Since communication and
slow down the computation. This is to be expected, as small data sharing is hidden from the application in SVM, the programmer can concentrate on the the problem at hand, rather
matrices fit in one or very few pages; updating the elements
on different hosts causes page transfers (or even thrashing) that than spending time planning data transfers, ensuring data conovershadows the benefits of the small amounts of parallel corn- sistency, and deciding which transport protocol to use. Conseputation. For realistic application of parallel computations, the quently, the programming effort is much reduced, and cleaner
problem sizes are usually large as small problems do not take and more portable code results. In light of the minimaI overmuch time to execute (for example, a 64x64 matrix multiplica- head for sufficiently large problems, we believe that the SVM
tion implemented sequentially and running on a single Sun3/60 paradigm is preferable to message passing for many types of
applications.
takes only 3.6 seconds), and are therefore not of much interest.
A crucial factor in SVM performance is page contention.
For matrix multiplication, this translates into page alignment.
I f a page in the result matrix is shared by two hosts, and they up- 4 Tackling Heterogeneity
date elements in turn, page thrashing occurs. The performance
impact depends on the particular timing condition. This was ob- Being able to accommodate heterogeneous systems environment
served for the small matrices, where the response time fluctuates can substantially expand the application domain of the SVM
widely from run to run. For large matrices, on the other hand, ‘paradigm. Modern computing environments are increasingly of
a smaller percentage of pages are shared, so response time be- !heterogeneous nature, encompassing workstations, shared server
comes very stable, and is linear in number of hosts, Performance ,hosts, and possibly multiprocessor and mainframe machines.
c a n be further improved by partitioning the problem along page T h e s e machines are likely different in their architectures and/or
operating systems. SVM presents a simple mechanism to mask
boundaries, rather than into sizes as equal as possible.
For different matrix sizes beyond 128x128, we observed that out these differences, while allowing applications to take advanresponse time grows as the cube of the matrix dimension, For tage of the computational resources in the system. For example,
an application can be developed and started on a workstation
instance, a 256x256 parallel matrix multiplication takes about
eight times as long to compute as a 128x128 multiplication. This with good user interface support, and major parts of its compuagrees with the growth of the intrinsic amount of computation tation be distributed onto the much more powerful server hosts,
completely transparently.
(scalar multiplication and addition), and indicates that SVM

Like heterogeneous RPC, SVM in heterogeneous systems
presents a number of difficult problems, the study of which is
a major thrust of our current research [5]. First, the page sizes
may be different on the machines, making the consistency protocol more complicated. Secondly, the format for data representation may be different. For example, the byte order and/or
the sizes of certain data types may differ. When sharing pages,
some data conversion will be unavoidable. Knowledge about
the content of pages is needed. Lastly, different executable code
has to be generated for each type of machine and/or operating
system, and, if dynamic thread migration is to be supported,
equivalent execution points, or migratable points, will have to
be identified. We believe the last problem is less critical, and,
hence, will concentrate on the first two issues in the following
discussion.

derived during compilation, and be provided to the conversion
routine at run time. Otherwise, the programmer must be able
to specify the page layout, and convey that information to the
conversion routines. Care must be taken to keep the converted
data within the same page space, and to convert those data
items overlapping page boundaries properly. We are currently
investigating data conversion problems in the context of our SunFirefly H S V M implementation.

5 Concluding Remarks

We described the design and implementation of our SVM systern. Our experience has confirmed the usefulness of SVM reported by Li and others. The performance results we obtained
are quite encouraging for the SVM method, at least for one
class of applications. The observations shed light on some of the
important factors affecting the performance of distributed appli4.1 P a g e S i z e s
cations. We are currently doing similar studies for problems in
A simple algorithm for handling different page sizes is to use various application domains, in order to gain more knowledge in
the largest page size among the architectures as the granular- this area, and to characterize those types of applications suitable
ity for the memory consistency protocol. Since page sizes are
for SVM implementation.
powers of two in bytes, smaller pages do not cross boundaries of
We are extending the SVM paradigm to heterogeneous syslarge pages. For those machines with small pages, the pages are tems environments Our main research vehicle is an heterogegrouped, so a page fault will result in multiple pages being trans- neous SVM system on Sun workstations and Firefly multiproferred, and their protections being changed accordingly. For cessors. The page size and data conversion problems discussed
example, we are implementing a heterogeneous SVM (HSVM) in Section 4 will be studied using implementation and measuresystem between DEC’s experimental Firefly multiprocessors [8] ments.
a n d Sun workstations. Firefly’s page size is 1 KB’, whereas
Sun's page size is S KB. Using the simple algorithm above, 8
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